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in 1909.    Its chief feature is the use of a swinging column of	j;
water in place of piston and connecting rod, the upper face of	^
the water column taking the place of the piston face.	i,>.
The following extract from  the   inventor's description *	;^
jll	makes his purpose clear:—	j:
<     " The idea of exploding a combustible mixture of gas and	j
air to produce pressure on the surface of water, with the object	I
of raising the water, is of course not new, and attempts to put    •
this idea into practice date back to 1868.    The efforts have all
been  directed too much along the lines of ordinary pumps, in
so far that the water lifted has always been forced past a non-
return valve, and the operation of such a valve with the	\
explosive force behind it has been inevitably disastrous.   In
the types of pumps invented by the author there is, when the
explosion occurs, a full-bore passage from the combustion
chamber to the final outlet, also some of the water pumped to	£
a high level by the energy of the explosion is allowed to return             |
again to compress a fresh combustible charge.    When sudden	I
changes of velocity occur in masses of a heavy and incom-	j
pressible liquid, like water, great difficulty is found in  con-	|
trolling the movement of the liquid.   All such difficulties are	j
removed in the author's pumps by allowing the movements of	I
liquid to control the pump, and by causing the mass of liquid
moved to be sufficiently large, so that the velocities are never	jt
excessive.   The mass of water forms a pendulum which swings
between the high and low level, and, by its movement alone,
serves to draw in fresh water, to exhaust the burnt products,
..  to draw in a fresh combustible charge, and to compress the
| | fli                     charge previous to ignition.    With the movements  of the
f |;|;                     liquid quite unrestrained by any of the usual mechanical
appliances, the result is a pump which works with freedom from
«                     shock and noise, and which requires very few working parts.
||                         " The subject attains a wider scientific interest from the fact
that the apparatus follows a cycle in which the expansion of
the burnt products is carried to atmospheric pressure, and so	*
involves a thermodynamic cycle of greater efficiency f than can
be claimed for the Otto cycle."
It is stated that the pump is suitable for working with
* ptqc. JJtfJEL, 1909.	| See example 35 on p. 46.

